
Made with pride in Grand Rapids Michigan

www.mccluretables.com 

Handcrafted shuffleboard 
Tables by McClure tables



Shuffleboard Table Catalog

This catalog shows some of the 
many different Rock-Ola 
shuffleboard tables that we make 
at McClure Tables.  

All of our Shuffleboard Tables are 
hand crafted with pride in Grand 
Rapids Michigan 

This catalog includes the retail 
prices for the table as shown with 
the options and price for the size 
of the Shuffleboard Table shown.



Rock-Ola Maple                
14’ Shuffleboard Table

$10,195
Rock-Ola 
14 foot shuffleboard table 
Chestnut  Maple Finish 

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple play-field with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid maple horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame and aprons all made out of solid maple. Stainless 
steel trim and covers same as the original tables made 
in 1948 and 1949. The shuffleboard table plank and 
cabinet is made from 100% solid North American 
Maple handcrafted in our Grand Rapids, Michigan 
facility. The Rock-Ola shuffleboard table comes 
complete with 8 large pucks, 20” board sweep, 1 can of 
board wax, and scoring beads. Optional reproduction 
overhead scoring units are available in matching finish. 
 Select your size, finish, and accessories to customize 
your shuffleboard table. Boards are available in 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, and 22 foot sizes. McClure shuffleboards are 
built with the highest quality materials and old world 
craftsmanship. McClure Tables hand crafted 
shuffleboard tables.



Rock-Ola Maple                
14’ Shuffleboard Table

$10,195
Rock-Ola 
14 foot shuffleboard table 
Chestnut  Maple Finish 

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple play-field with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid maple horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame and aprons all made out of solid maple. Stainless 
steel trim and covers same as the original tables made 
in 1948 and 1949. The shuffleboard table plank and 
cabinet is made from 100% solid North American 
Maple handcrafted in our Grand Rapids, Michigan 
facility. The Rock-Ola shuffleboard table comes 
complete with 8 large pucks, 20” board sweep, 1 can of 
board wax, and scoring beads. Optional reproduction 
overhead scoring units are available in matching finish. 
 Select your size, finish, and accessories to customize 
your shuffleboard table. Boards are available in 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, and 22 foot sizes. McClure shuffleboards are 
built with the highest quality materials and old world 
craftsmanship. McClure Tables hand crafted 
shuffleboard tables.



Rock-Ola Maple                
16’ Shuffleboard Table

$10,395
Rock-Ola 
16 foot shuffleboard table 
Chestnut  Maple Finish 

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple play-field with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid maple horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame and aprons all made out of solid maple. Stainless 
steel trim and covers same as the original tables made 
in 1948 and 1949. The shuffleboard table plank and 
cabinet is made from 100% solid North American 
Maple handcrafted in our Grand Rapids, Michigan 
facility. The Rock-Ola shuffleboard table comes 
complete with 8 large pucks, 20” board sweep, 1 can of 
board wax, and scoring beads. Optional reproduction 
overhead scoring units are available in matching finish. 
 Select your size, finish, and accessories to customize 
your shuffleboard table. Boards are available in 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, and 22 foot sizes. McClure shuffleboards are 
built with the highest quality materials and old world 
craftsmanship. McClure Tables hand crafted 
shuffleboard tables.

Options shown
:Antique Chestnut legs and horse 
collar side apron with honey finish



Rock-Ola Maple                
16’ Shuffleboard Table

$10,395
Rock-Ola 
16 foot shuffleboard table 
Deer Creek Maple Finish 

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple playfield with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid maple horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame and aprons all made out of solid maple. Stainless 
steel trim and covers same as the original tables made 
in 1948 and 1949. The shuffleboard table plank and 
cabinet is made from 100% solid North American 
Maple handcrafted in our Grand Rapids, Michigan 
facility. The Rock-Ola shuffleboard table comes 
complete with 8 large pucks, 20” board sweep, 1 can of 
board wax, and scoring beads. Optional reproduction 
overhead scoring units are available in matching finish. 
 Select your size, finish, and accessories to customize 
your shuffleboard table. Boards are available in 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, and 22 foot sizes. McClure shuffleboards are 
built with the highest quality materials and old world 
craftsmanship. McClure Tables hand crafted 
shuffleboard tables.



Rock-Ola Maple                
22’ Shuffleboard Table

$10,995
Rock-Ola 
22 foot shuffleboard table 
Traditional Chestnut 
Maple Finish 

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple play-field with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid maple horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame and aprons all made out of solid maple. Stainless 
steel trim and covers same as the original tables made 
in 1948 and 1949. The shuffleboard table plank and 
cabinet is made from 100% solid North American 
Maple handcrafted in our Grand Rapids, Michigan 
facility. The Rock-Ola shuffleboard table comes 
complete with 8 large pucks, 20” board sweep, 1 can of 
board wax, and scoring beads. Optional reproduction 
overhead scoring units are available in matching finish. 
 Select your size, finish, and accessories to customize 
your shuffleboard table. Boards are available in 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, and 22 foot sizes. McClure shuffleboards are 
built with the highest quality materials and old world 
craftsmanship. McClure Tables hand crafted 
shuffleboard tables.



Rock-Ola Maple                
20’ Shuffleboard Table

$13,644
Rock-Ola 
20 foot shuffleboard table 
Traditional Mahogany Maple
With score unit and lamp kit 
 

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple play-field with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid maple horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame and aprons all made out of solid maple. Stainless 
steel trim and covers same as the original tables made 
in 1948 and 1949. The shuffleboard table plank and 
cabinet is made from 100% solid North American 
Maple handcrafted in our Grand Rapids, Michigan 
facility. The Rock-Ola shuffleboard table comes 
complete with 8 large pucks, 20” board sweep, 1 can of 
board wax, and scoring beads. Optional reproduction 
overhead scoring units are available in matching finish. 
 Select your size, finish, and accessories to customize 
your shuffleboard table. Boards are available in 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, and 22 foot sizes. McClure shuffleboards are 
built with the highest quality materials and old world 
craftsmanship. McClure Tables hand crafted 
shuffleboard tables.

Options shown
:Rock Ola Maple score unit with 
coin storage box
:Optional Rock Ola Lamp Kit



Rock-Ola Maple                
20’ Shuffleboard Table

$13,644
Rock-Ola 
20 foot shuffleboard table 
Traditional Mahogany Maple
With score unit and lamp kit 
 

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple play-field with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid maple horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame and aprons all made out of solid maple. Stainless 
steel trim and covers same as the original tables made 
in 1948 and 1949. The shuffleboard table plank and 
cabinet is made from 100% solid North American 
Maple handcrafted in our Grand Rapids, Michigan 
facility. The Rock-Ola shuffleboard table comes 
complete with 8 large pucks, 20” board sweep, 1 can of 
board wax, and scoring beads. Optional reproduction 
overhead scoring units are available in matching finish. 
 Select your size, finish, and accessories to customize 
your shuffleboard table. Boards are available in 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, and 22 foot sizes. McClure shuffleboards are 
built with the highest quality materials and old world 
craftsmanship. McClure Tables hand crafted 
shuffleboard tables.

Options shown
:Rock Ola Maple score unit with 
coin storage box
:Optional Rock Ola Lamp Kit



Rock-Ola Maple                
20’ Shuffleboard Table

$13,644
Rock-Ola 
20 foot shuffleboard table 
Traditional Mahogany Maple
With score unit and lamp kit 
 

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple play-field with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid maple horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame and aprons all made out of solid maple. Stainless 
steel trim and covers same as the original tables made 
in 1948 and 1949. The shuffleboard table plank and 
cabinet is made from 100% solid North American 
Maple handcrafted in our Grand Rapids, Michigan 
facility. The Rock-Ola shuffleboard table comes 
complete with 8 large pucks, 20” board sweep, 1 can of 
board wax, and scoring beads. Optional reproduction 
overhead scoring units are available in matching finish. 
 Select your size, finish, and accessories to customize 
your shuffleboard table. Boards are available in 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, and 22 foot sizes. McClure shuffleboards are 
built with the highest quality materials and old world 
craftsmanship. McClure Tables hand crafted 
shuffleboard tables.

Options shown
:Rock Ola Maple score unit with 
coin storage box
:Optional Rock Ola Lamp Kit



Rock-Ola Maple                
22’ Shuffleboard Table

$12,654
Rock-Ola 
22 foot shuffleboard table 
Traditional Mahogany Maple
With score unit and lamp kit 
 

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple play-field with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid maple horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame and aprons all made out of solid maple. Stainless 
steel trim and covers same as the original tables made 
in 1948 and 1949. The shuffleboard table plank and 
cabinet is made from 100% solid North American 
Maple handcrafted in our Grand Rapids, Michigan 
facility. The Rock-Ola shuffleboard table comes 
complete with 8 large pucks, 20” board sweep, 1 can of 
board wax, and scoring beads. Optional reproduction 
overhead scoring units are available in matching finish. 
 Select your size, finish, and accessories to customize 
your shuffleboard table. Boards are available in 12, 14, 
16, 18, 20, and 22 foot sizes. McClure shuffleboards are 
built with the highest quality materials and old world 
craftsmanship. McClure Tables hand crafted 
shuffleboard tables.

Options shown
:Rock Ola Maple score unit



Rock-Ola Walnut                
12’ Shuffleboard Table

$10,995 
Rock-Ola 
12 foot shuffleboard table 
Deer Creek Finish On 
Walnut

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple play-field with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid walnut horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame made out of solid walnut and aprons are made 
with solid maple. Stainless steel trim and covers same 
as the original tables made in 1948 and 1949. The 
shuffleboard table plank and cabinet is made from 
100% solid North American Maple handcrafted in our 
Grand Rapids, Michigan facility. The Rock-Ola 
shuffleboard table comes complete with 8 large pucks, 
20” board sweep, 1 can of board wax, and scoring beads. 
Optional reproduction overhead scoring units are 
available in matching finish.  Select your size, finish, 
and accessories to customize your shuffleboard table. 
Boards are available in 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22 foot 
sizes. McClure shuffleboards are built with the highest 
quality materials and old world craftsmanship. 
McClure Tables hand crafted shuffleboard tables.



Rock-Ola Walnut                
16’ Shuffleboard Table

$14,144 
Rock-Ola 
16 foot shuffleboard table 
Deer Creek Finish On 
Walnut

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple play-field with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid walnut horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame made out of solid walnut and aprons are made 
with solid maple. Stainless steel trim and covers same 
as the original tables made in 1948 and 1949. The 
shuffleboard table plank and cabinet is made from 
100% solid North American Maple handcrafted in our 
Grand Rapids, Michigan facility. The Rock-Ola 
shuffleboard table comes complete with 8 large pucks, 
20” board sweep, 1 can of board wax, and scoring beads. 
Optional reproduction overhead scoring units are 
available in matching finish.  Select your size, finish, 
and accessories to customize your shuffleboard table. 
Boards are available in 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22 foot 
sizes. McClure shuffleboards are built with the highest 
quality materials and old world craftsmanship. 
McClure Tables hand crafted shuffleboard tables.

Options shown
:Rock Ola Walnut score unit with 
coin storage box
:Optional Rock Ola Lamp Kit



Rock-Ola Walnut                
22’ Shuffleboard Table

$11,995 
Rock-Ola 
22 foot shuffleboard table 
Deer Creek Finish On 
Walnut

The Rock-Ola Shuffleboard Table
 

The McClure Rock-Ola shuffleboard table features a 
20” wide 3” thick hard maple play-field with a lifetime 
warranty finish The Rock Ola is often imitated but this 
is the original down to the exact details. Hand shaped 
solid walnut horse collar with tear drop shape. Leg, sub 
frame made out of solid walnut and aprons are made 
with solid maple. Stainless steel trim and covers same 
as the original tables made in 1948 and 1949. The 
shuffleboard table plank and cabinet is made from 
100% solid North American Maple handcrafted in our 
Grand Rapids, Michigan facility. The Rock-Ola 
shuffleboard table comes complete with 8 large pucks, 
20” board sweep, 1 can of board wax, and scoring beads. 
Optional reproduction overhead scoring units are 
available in matching finish.  Select your size, finish, 
and accessories to customize your shuffleboard table. 
Boards are available in 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22 foot 
sizes. McClure shuffleboards are built with the highest 
quality materials and old world craftsmanship. 
McClure Tables hand crafted shuffleboard tables.
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